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The alternative
for tropical
hardwood

Genius
alternative
for
tropical
hardwood
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Villa Suikerkamp Architect Cees van der Mark Photographer Peter de Ruig

Fast growing
Biobased
CO2-storage
Modification
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obelWood has been developed to supply the growing demand for tropical hardwood in a sustainable way. Through
an innovative technology with biobased chemistry will the
fastest growing pinewood in the world be modified. The timber
is enhanced with the look and durability of tropical hardwood.

For the wood modification technique agricultural waste is
used. Useful application of these crop residues prevent emission of CO2 due to burning. Besides that trees take up CO2 during
their growth. This way NobelWood contributes to solving the
climate change problem.
NobelWood is an environmentally friendly product with an
exclusive, natural look for high-quality façade applications and
has a long service life.
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From forest
to façade
Cola

SUSTAINABLE FORESTS

The timber for NobelWood is sourced from the
fastest growing pine forests in the world. These
are managed in a responsible way and take up a
high amount of CO2 during their fast growth.

*600kg CO2

*150kg CO2

Circular

SUGAR PRODUCTION
Sugar cane is grown for the
production of sugar.

BAGASSE
30% of the sugar cane consists
of fibres (bagasse). It is not
possible to make sugar from this
part of the plant.

BIO-RESIN

Under high pressure the timber is treated to the core with water
soluble bio-polymers. The bio-resin is extracted from bagasse;
an agricultural waste product from the sugar cane industry. The
bio-resin gives NobelWood its beautiful brown color.

*750kg CO2

DRYING & MODIFICATION

During the heat treatment a polymerisation reaction is initiated.
The bio-polymers bind with the wood cells. This results in
excellent machinery properties and an increased durability.
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* This is the amount of CO2 stored per cubic meter in the material. After
modification 750kg CO2 is stored in NobelWood.

50 YEARS TIMBER CLADDING

NobelWood can now be applied as a façade material, where it will
serve at least 50 years without the need for technical maintenance.
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2015*

2017*

Unique
natural
weathering
Lofthouse I Architect Mark Koehler Photographer Martijn Heil

Homogeneous
Aging
Golden brown
Knot-free timber

FROM BROWN TO GREY

Due to weather influences and UV in sunlight
there is a beautiful gradual weathering process
from golden brown to silver grey. This homogeneous aging is one of the unique features of NobelWood. This is caused by the selection of knot-free
timber and an equally divided bio-resin in the
wood. Moreover, NobelWood does not have naturally occurring ingredients that could result in
stains opposed to Western Red Cedar and Oak.

* No rights can be derived from these color indications.
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NobelWood
Equal
Weathering
INSTANT GREY FAÇADE

Animal Care Harderwijk Architect Veluws ontwerpburo Photographer Derako

Architects have more creative freedom with NobelWood Equal
Weathering. The treatment immediately imitates the natural
appearance of weathered timber. This means there are no color
differences at designs with for example an overhang. In time
the Equal Weathering coating will degrade, and the timber will
be exposed. Simultaneously the exposed timber will weather
naturally due to UV in sunlight. This transition results in an
evenly weathered appearance of the timber at all time.

Direct
Creativity
Instantly
Weathered
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FROM COATING TO WEATHERED
Sunlight and rain will
gradually degrade the
coating and turn the
timber grey.
See-through grey coating
Color of the timber before and after color shift
Color transition of
NobelWood Equal Weathering
0 YEAR

5 YEAR

0 YEAR

2 YEAR

Color transition of NobelWood
5 YEAR
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Fiep Westendorp School Architect Paul de Ruiter Photographer John Lewis Marshall

Transparent
FRX-treatment
Durability class 1
Polymer-technology
Maintenance free
Euro class B
Testmaterial

Burner

SBI-test

When exposed to fire, counteracting elements in
the timber react with combustible gases and tar
elements that normally range free in untreated
timber. These are converted to char, carbon dioxide and water. The layer of char that is formed
isolates and slows the burning process.
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NobelWood
FRX

FRX T E C H N O LO GY C R E AT E S
NEW OPPORTUNITIES

NobelWood FRX (Fire Retardant Exterior) is a unique combination of weatherproof, maintenance free, fire retardant
timber with a durability class I. The colorless FRX treatment maintains the natural appearance of the timber and
slows down the weathering of the wood.
An innovative polymer technology ensures that the fire
retardant elements do not leach from the timber. For
façade applications an Euro class B certificate has been
achieved; the best possible fire class rating for timber
products. New possibilities of application with timber are
created since the FRX-treatment is not possible on wood
species with a high density.

How FRX works:
Heating
Heating forms
combustible gases.

Binding
Counteracting
elements bind the
combustible gases.
Result
A protective layer of
char is formed.
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PLAY AROUND WITH COLORS

NobelWood Color offers a wide range of colors with different
coating systems. The base material NobelWood has a homogeneous structure without knots that results in a smooth
and sleek look. It is possible to vary in the look and feel of the
wood by choosing either a planed or face band sawn surface.
NobelWood Color and NobelWood without a coating fit well
placed next to each other because both have the smooth and
sleek and modern look.

PLANED OR FACE BAND SAWN

Parkgebouw Beatrixpark Amsterdam Architect Marc Prosman Architecten Photographer Christian Richters

NobelWood
Color

NobelWood is available with a face band sawn or a planed
surface. Face band sawn timber has a more natural appearance
due to the rough surface. It increases the adhesion of the coating to the wood and thus decreases the need for maintenance.
Production process face band sawing

Two planed planks

The saw runs in between
the two planks

Each plank has one face
band sawn surface

Structure without coating

Face band sawn
Planed
Color range
Surface structure
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planed

face band sawn

Structure with coating

planed

face band sawn
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FORECO CHALLENGES DESIGNERS TO
PUSH NOBELWOOD TO THE LIMITS!

NobelWood has many more application possibilities than only
in façades. The unique luxurious appearance of the material
tempted designers to make a range of products like furniture,
stairways and home accessories.
The warm brown color of
NobelWood resembles the
look of high quality teak. The
homogeneous structure of the
timber ensures an excellent
bonding of larger surfaces
with glue. Using wood oil or
similar products can complement the appearance of
NobelWood and protect it
from filth.

Chef's Table Librije Ontwerper Piet Boon Photographer Gijs Ooms

Endless
possibilities

The excellent machining
properties of NobelWood
make it possible to create
refined details. Experience
has been gained varying from
designer furniture, doors,
window frames to impressive
play structures for children.

Practical

Design
Furniture
Interior architecture
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NobelWood is one of the three premium
cladding products of Foreco

See our other brochures for more about our unique cladding products!

Innovatief in hout

